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We would like to thank all the people who contributed and supported 
the Forest for Children association and all its project activities at home 
and abroad in 2019. Our journey of world nature protection is starting 

to take on very interesting proportions. Everyone who joined us suppor-
ted the protection of endangered animal species, our anti-poaching acti-
vities in Sumatra, monitoring by photo-traps in Europe, Asia, and Africa, 

and international cooperation to protect the world‘s natural heritage.

On behalf of the whole Forest for Children association team, 
we thank you for your moral, material and financial support in 2019.
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In November 2019, a three-member team of the Forest for Children association together with 
representatives of the Czech and Slovak Rangers Association participated in this event. Our re-
presentatives were Milan Jeglík, Zuzana Koloušková, and Petr Coubal. Other participants of the 
congress were Robert Javorský, Petr Rybář, Borek Franěk, Jan Starovič, and Hana Hotařová. Our 
task at the IRF Congress was to present the world monitoring project Eye of the Earth and invite 
other ranger associations to cooperate. The atmosphere of the whole congress was fantastic, 
friendly and carried in the spirit of universal respect for the work of rangers around the world. The 
greatest respect aroused African rangers who are in a real battle with poaching to save endan-
gered animal species. Thanks to this congress, we started negotiations on cooperation in Nepal, 
Costa Rica, Uganda, and especially in the Democratic Republic of Congo.

THE 9TH WORLD RANGER CONGRESS 2019 
IN NEPAL (IRF)

LEFT: Borek Franěk, Petr Coubal, Jan Starovič, Hana Hotařová, Robert Javorský, 
Zuzana Koloušková, Miroslav rybář, Milan Jeglík
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Thanks to our talks with the representatives of the CAF DRC‘s (Club des Amis de la Forest) at 
the 9th IRF World Congress in Nepal, we have begun preparations to work together to protect 
mountain gorillas and other rare animal species in the Kisimba Ikobo Reserve and in the Virunga 
National Park (NP) in the Democratic Republic of Congo.

In May 2020, Jean Claude Ndakasi should arrive in the Czech Republic. With Jean, we will present 
the RANGERS FOR CONGO project at the 5th European ERF Rangers Congress in Germany. This 
project should provide material support to CAF DRC for field operations. In July 2020, we should 
set out on a broad mission to Congo and start the monitoring program The Eye of the Gorilla with 
the help of 40 photo-traps. The entire mission will be presented at the 10th IRF World Congress 
in the Azores 2022.

CAF DRC 
Cooperation on the protection of mountain gorillas

Jean Claude Ndakasi in the Senkwekwe Center, 
Rumangabo, Virunga NP

gorilla keeper Patrik Sadiki with a gorilla 
from Senkwekwe Center, Rumangabo, Virunga 
NP
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The anti-poaching Blue Patrol has had six months of patrolling on Bangkaru Island in the Pulau 
Banyak archipelago in Sumatra. According to the information provided by Zbyněk Hrábek, our 
association inspector, who coordinates activities of both our anti-poaching patrols, we have been 
able to guard the turtle yard of Amandanga beach in Bangkaru successfully. Thus, in the past six 
months, our activity helped to eliminate theft of turtle eggs. In November, the patrol, in coopera-
tion with the BKSDA, the police and the military, managed to detect and arrest illegal lumberjacks 
on Tuangku Island. The patrol is doing a good job for now.

BLUE PATROL
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In December 2019, our anti-poaching team, Green Patrol, found a mutilated Malaysian bear corpse 
on the bank of the Berkail River. At first glance, it was clear we were dealing with a poaching crime 
because of Asian „traditional“ medicine. The bear had his paws and head chopped off and a ripped 
abdomen. All this was done for traditional medicine and trophy selling. Our team searched the bear 
corpse because the Gunung Leuser NP rangers failed to prove the ability or interest to deal with it re-
asonably. No one removed the bullet from the body, which was a big surprise for us. The Green Patrol 
eventually set out on its own investigation, which is currently still running. 

POACHING AT BATU KATAK - MALAYSIAN BEAR
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In the autumn of 2019, the project Justice for Nature - Civic Patrol Against Poisons in the Land-
scape - started a rather fundamental activity, which revealed several illegal applications of Stutox 
II poison in the Czech and Moravian landscapes, or carbofuran poisoning. Unfortunately, we are 
convinced that the work of the Police of the Czech Republic or authorities such as the Central 
Institute for Supervising and Testing in Agriculture (ÚKZUZ) or the Czech Environmental Inspecto-
rate (ČIŽP) do not work as would be necessary in such a serious violation of the laws of the Czech 

CIVIL PATROLS AGAINST POISONS IN THE LANDSCAPE
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Republic. The apathy of the officials, warm-chair syndrome, ignorance of laws, unwillingness 
of the police, or poor law-setting are a stumbling block for our society. These days, it only 
works for the price that nothing serious is being solved, business barons can do what they 
want, and the public accepts it as an unchanging reality.

We believe that if we want a better society, we must set fundamentally different values. The 
priority is a change in human behavior towards the environment and animals in the landsca-
pe. If we cannot do it, we are a bad society. Poisoning, hunting, fishing, or agriculture is one of 
these pains in our villages. Everyone can choose on what side they will stand and what they 
will spend their energy on. 



The world monitoring project Eye of the Earth continues its activities with the program Eye of the 
Bear in Slovakia. We cooperate with rangers in the Low Tatras and Kremnica Hills. We are mainly 
focusing on monitoring the brown bear, wolf and lynx. The main task of these field activities is to 
protect endangered animal species and large carnivores from poaching and trophy hunting. We 
also focus on media coverage of these bad deeds that take place in the countryside without public 
attention and public awareness.

Since 2020 we have started official cooperation with the State Slovak Nature Conservation on the 
monitoring of brown bears

EYE OF THE BEAR – SLOVAKIA
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The NEPZ partner schools are becoming an essential part of the global Eye of the Earth moni-
toring project, which deals on several continents with direct protection of endangered animal 
species, detection of anti-poaching activities and education of children and youth in schools. Each 
NEPZ school can engage in global monitoring with its partner photo-traps and assist in great 
protection of endangered animal species. Schools sponsor two types of photo traps:  UV595HD 
(animal monitoring) and Predator Micro (poaching detection).

NEPZ (The Richest Ecosystems of the Planet Earth)
 - cooperation with schools on the Eye of the Earth

St. Nicholas with devils and angels from Videčská Primary School, Rožnov pod Radhoštěm dona-
ted money for another phototrap for the OKo Země (Eye of the Earth), this year for Africa - the 
Oko Gorily The Eye of the Gorilla.
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The emerging association of non-profit organizations Justice for Nature and all its projects 
have a strong partner who provides legal services to the association and covers our backs 
in our efforts to protect nature and animals at home and abroad. It is a renowned law firm 
Toman, Devátý & spol.

This law firm supports the activities of civic patrols against poisons in the landscape and 
intends to assist in the protection of animals. It will represent cases aimed at convicting 
and punishing the poisoners in the Czech Republic. You can read their attitude towards 
poisoning on their website: https://iustitia.cz/blog/

Poisoning is a crime and must be treated accordingly. Likewise, poisoners who are perpe-
trators of crimes or offenses should be treated with due seriousness.

We would like to thank you for the great cooperation in nature conservation, wild animals, 
but also domesticated ones such as dogs and cats. Thanks to such representatives of the 
legal profession, we believe that better times are coming.

LAW OFFICE TOMAN, DEVÁTÝ & PARTNERS 
AND FOREST FOR CHILDREN ASSOCIATION
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Same like in previous years, there is a continuous cooperation with the Czech company 
Husky, which should help us with the provision of equipment for the Eye of the Earth pro-
gram in 2020. This way, Husky equipment will get into direct actions in Nepal, Uganda, 
Congo and Slovakia. Members of the monitoring teams are also part of civic patrols against 
poisons in the landscape. 

We would like to thank Husky for its help and, at the same time, call on other companies 
to cooperate in 2020.

COOPERATION WITH HUSKY
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In January 2020, we have launched a brand new website www.justicefornature.org, which will 
present comprehensive information on all our activities, project activities and global cooperation 
on several continents.

JUSTICE FOR NATURE expresses our whole social and personal attitude towards nature and peo-
ple who should respect the environment and animals more.

With the new website, we are also introducing new graphics. What is means is that we will create 
new t-shirts and many other exciting items with our brand. Everything will be available on the 
web through the e-shop.

THE NEW WEBSITE 
WWW.JUSTICEFORNATURE.ORG

FOREST FOR CHILDREN
JUSTICE FOR NATURE
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The vision of 2020 is magical. We are facing an attempt to create Indonesian volun-
teer patrols to protect NP Gunung Leuser following the example of Nepal. We have to 
make some promotional films to present the anti-poaching patrols. We are launching 
the international cooperation Eye of the Gorilla in Congo and the Eye of the Tiger II in 
Nepal. We are waiting for an answer to start cooperation in Costa Rica and Uganda. 

Our monitoring activities continue in Slovakia and should be extended to Romania. 
We are also at the heart of the Rangers for Congo project, which we should present 
to the European Rangers Federation (ERF) in Germany.

Thanks to the new website www.justicefornature.org, there will be an opportunity 
to show the world our incredible journey, which began in 2009 in Sumatra with the 
Green Life project. In 2020, the Forest for Children and Ocean for Children associ-
ations are also merged under the single heading Forest for Children. Likewise, our 
Sumatran projects become one, Green & Blue Life. 

The year 2020 is also becoming important for the Czech project Justice for Nature - 
civic patrols against poisons in the landscape.

For the past ten years, we have been financially independent thanks to the support 
of the general public, and we would like to continue this way. Follow with us those 
visions that make this world better and fairer. Thanks for your patronage and coope-
ration in 2020.

VISION 2020
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The year 2020 is literally a turning point for us. A great opportunity and journey 
in the world‘s monitoring project Eye of the Earth is opening. We also transform some 
activities in Sumatra, cooperate on monitoring of bears in Slovakia and start a hunting 
process of animal poisoners in the Czech Republic. There is a huge and positive piece 

of work ahead of us, and we will need you again in action.

We would like to wish you all courage, honor, fulfilled desires, healthy children, 
meaningful work, fulfilling dreams, and above all, respect and love. We should distribute 
these not only to humans but also to animals and the environment that we really need 

for our happy and healthy life. We wish you all the best and cleanest in 2020.

WISHES FOR 2020
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pF 2020
We wish all people goodwill beautiful days 

when the sun rises in the sky 
and waters our homes with light and heat.

In 2020, let us seek to re-find the relationship to the 
values most precious, which is Nature, its worship 

and respect for human and animal life.

We thank all those who have supported the Forest 
of Children association in 2019 

and will decide in 2020.

FOREST FOR CHILDREN
JUSTICE FOR NATURE


